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SUMMARY AND REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT 

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) submits this Brief on Exceptions to the 

Administrative Law Judge’s (“ALJ”) Proposed Order (“Proposed Order” or “PO”) concerning 

the Illinois Commerce Commission’s (“Commission” or “ICC”) investigation of whether ComEd 

met its Plan Year 3 (“PY3”) energy savings goal.  While no party disputed that ComEd exceeded 

this goal, the Commission Staff (“Staff”) and the Office of the Attorney General (“AG”) raised 

(or sought to revisit) several additional issues, including the energy savings goals applicable to 

the Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (“DCEO”), DCEO’s performance 

under those goals, and the methodology previously approved by the Commission to calculate the 

amount of savings that may be “banked” and applied to future Plan years. 

As to most of the issues raised by Staff and the AG, the Proposed Order skillfully 

navigates their complexities while accounting for, and giving effect to, the Commission orders 

that govern.  As a result, ComEd proposes just three exceptions, which are intended to harmonize 

the Proposed Order with Section 8-103 of the Public Utilities Act (“Act”) and applicable 

Commission orders.  Indeed, as summarized below, two of these exceptions are designed to 

correct inadvertent errors that were neither raised nor contested by the parties.  Pursuant to 

Section 200.830 of the Rules of Practice of the Commission, 83 Ill. Admin. Code § 200.830, 

suggested replacement language for the Proposed Order is provided in legislative format in the 

attached Appendix. 

Exception 1 – Cumulative Banking:  While the Proposed Order correctly rejects the 

AG’s challenge to the banking methodology approved in ICC Docket No. 10-0520, it questions 

why no party opposes cumulative banking (i.e., applying accumulated banked energy savings 

from past Plan years to future Plan years) and incorrectly concludes that it is prohibited.  
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However, no challenge could be made because the Commission expressly considered and 

approved cumulative banking in its order approving ComEd’s 2011-2013 Energy Efficiency and 

Demand Response Plan (“2011-2013 Plan”).  There, the Commission concluded that the 

cumulative banked savings from all prior Plan Years could be applied to Plan Years 5 and 6.  

Thereafter, the Commission approved the cumulative banked amount of energy savings in the 

docket to evaluate ComEd’s compliance with the Plan Year 2 energy savings goal.  Because the 

Proposed Order overlooks the Commission’s order in Docket No. 10-0570, ComEd proposes 

revisions that include a discussion of this authority and approval of the cumulative amount. 

Exception 2 – Appliance Recycling Program Energy Savings:  Because the Proposed 

Order does not consider ComEd’s chief legal and factual arguments regarding this issue, ComEd 

proposes revisions to incorporate these arguments.  When duly considered, these arguments 

require that the Proposed Order be revised to reject Staff’s adjustment. 

Exception 3 – Technical Corrections:  Although “technical” in nature, ComEd’s third 

exception includes critical revisions that are necessary to ensure the Proposed Order’s accuracy.  

This exception corrects inadvertent errors regarding the Plan Year at issue in this docket, the 

energy savings goals, and related computations, which were uncontested, and recommends that 

the Proposed Order incorporate the evidence submitted by DCEO. 

Request for Oral Argument:  Because it is critical that the Order in this docket reflect 

and give effect to the Commission’s decision in Docket No. 10-0570 regarding cumulative 

banking, ComEd respectfully requests that, pursuant to the Commission’s Rules of Practice, 83 

Ill. Admin. Code § 200.850, the Commission grant oral argument on the issue of cumulative 

banking (Exception 1). 
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Exception 1: The Proposed Order Overlooks the Commission’s Order in Docket No. 
10-0570, Which Expressly Considered and Approved Cumulative Banked 
Energy Savings. 

With respect to the portion of PY3 energy savings that exceeded the applicable energy 

savings goal, ComEd identified two different amounts of “banked” energy savings (i.e., excess 

energy savings from a given Plan Year that may be applied to future plan years).  The first 

amount – 58,408 megawatt-hours (“MWhs”) – reflects the maximum amount of savings ComEd 

can bank for PY3, which is no more than 10% of the PY3 energy savings goal of 584,077 

MWhs.  The second amount – 97,777 MWhs – represents the cumulative amount of energy 

savings banked through Plan Year 3, which includes 39,369 MWhs of savings from Plan Year 2 

(“PY2”) and 58,408 MWhs of savings from PY3.  Brandt Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0, 7:150-8:164; 

ComEd Init. Br. at 6; ComEd Reply Br. at 15.  In response, the Proposed Order questions why 

neither Staff nor intervenors challenged the proposed cumulative banked savings, and then 

incorrectly concludes that “the initial ruling in Docket 07-0540 has been violated by inclusion of 

any energy savings from previous years” and that the “correct amount of ‘banked’ energy 

savings is 58,408 MWHs.”  PO at 14-15.1  As explained more fully below, however, the 

Commission expressly considered and approved cumulative banked savings in ICC Docket No. 

10-0570.  The Proposed Order overlooks this order, however, and therefore it must be revised to 

reflect, and give effect to, this decision.   

The Commission first addressed the issue of banked energy savings when it considered 

the utilities’ initial energy efficiency plans in the fall of 2007.  Specifically, as ComEd developed 

its Plan, it became concerned about the disposition of excess energy savings achieved in a given 

Plan year.  Because Section 8-103 does not address this issue, ComEd proposed that it be 

                                                            
1 The order in Docket No. 07-0540 approved ComEd’s 2008-2010 Energy Efficiency and Demand 
Response Plan (“2008-2010 Plan”).  See ICC Docket No. 07-0540 (Order February 6, 2008). 
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permitted to apply excess energy savings to future Plan years in the event it fell short of that 

year’s goal.  ICC Docket No. 07-0540 (Order February 6, 2008) at 39.  The Commission 

concluded that banking of energy savings was permissible, but limited the amount that may be 

banked in a particular year to “no more than 10 percent of the energy savings required by statute 

in the year, in which, it is ‘banked.’”  Id. at 41.   

The Commission’s policy on banking further evolved approximately three years later in 

response to the challenges facing ComEd and stakeholders in the development of ComEd’s 

2011-2013 Plan in Docket No. 10-0570.  Specifically, the statutorily-set energy savings goals 

would continue to increase during Plan Years 4 through 6 while the statutorily-set annual 

budgets remained flat in Plan Years 5 and 6.  220 ILCS 5/8-103(b), (d).  To address this 

incongruity and anticipated funding shortfall, the parties worked together during the pendency of 

the docket to reach an agreement regarding the energy savings goals for Plan Years 4 through 6.  

ICC Docket No. 10-0570 (Order December 21, 2010) at 18-20.   

This collaboration culminated in a comprehensive Stipulation entered into by ComEd, the 

Attorney General (“AG”), the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”), the City of Chicago (“City”), the 

Natural Resources Defense Council (“NRDC”), and the Environmental Law & Policy Center 

(“ELPC”).  ICC Docket No. 10-0570 (Order December 21, 2010) at 18-20 (Staff indicated that it 

did not object).  The Stipulation sets forth the energy savings goals to be achieved during Plan 

Years 4 through 6, as well as a number of specific and complex terms and conditions that 

directly relate to achievements of the goals.  Importantly, all of the provisions of the Stipulation 

are “mutually dependent upon each other”, and the Stipulation would be considered void if the 

Commission did not approve all of the terms.  Id. at 18.   
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Several of the Stipulation’s provisions address the banking of energy savings, 

including the following: 

 ComEd’s request to accumulate and apply “banked” kWh savings across 

years – specifically from PY1 through PY4 for application in PY5 – is 

approved.  

 Consistent with the above, applying any banked savings or CFL carryover 

from PY1 through PY5 to PY6 is also approved.  

 The above banking provisions are subject to the following restrictions:  

o In any given Plan year, no more than 15% of that year’s 

compliance obligation should be met with banked savings from 

previous Plan years. 

o Except that, in any Plan year for which the statutory target has 

been adjusted downward to accommodate the rate impact screen, if 

the availability of banked savings, including banked savings in 

excess of 15% of the current year’s target, plus planned program 

savings, would allow ComEd to come closer to reaching the 

statutory target, the target shall be readjusted upward accordingly. 

ICC Docket No. 10-0570 (Order December 21, 2010) at 53.  In the Banking section of its order 

in Docket No. 10-0570, the Commission specifically considered these banking provisions and 

concluded “that the agreement reflected in the Stipulation is supported by the record, reasonable 

and in the public interest.  Banked savings represent an important means for ComEd to achieve 

its savings goals effectively and efficiently by encouraging the steady flow of programs in the 

marketplace and ensuring that retail customers’ investments in energy efficiency are not wasted.  
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The Stipulation furthers those goals.”  Id. at 53.2  The Commission accordingly approved the 

banking provisions in the Stipulation, but noted that the Commission could revisit banking 

following Plan Year 6.  Id. at 54.  After considering all of the Stipulation’s provisions, the 

Commission approved the entire Stipulation without modification.3   

 Following the order in Docket No. 10-0570, the Commission has addressed banking with 

respect to ComEd on one other occasion.  In the docket to review whether ComEd achieved its 

Plan Year 2 energy savings goal, the Commission considered Staff’s proposal to require that the 

combined annual energy savings goal of ComEd and DCEO first be achieved prior to ComEd 

banking any excess energy savings.  The Commission adopted Staff’s recommendation, and 

concluded that ComEd was entitled to bank the maximum amount of energy savings for Plan 

Year 2 because the combined energy savings goal for Plan Year 2 had been achieved.  Consistent 

with the Commission’s decision in Docket No. 10-0570, the Commission decided that 39,369 

MWhs “may be banked by ComEd for use in future plan years” and found and ordered that “a 

cumulative total of 39,369 MWh of energy savings is available for use in complying with future 

Plan Years.”  See ICC Docket No. 10-0520 (Order May 16, 2012) at 6, 8 (emphasis added). 

  Applying these Commission orders to the present case, the Proposed Order’s section 

regarding banking – which contains no cite to or discussion of the Commission’s order in Docket 

No. 10-0570 – must be revised to incorporate this order and give effect to its conclusions.  

Indeed, the absence of any party specifically addressing the authority for cumulative banking is 

                                                            
2 See also ICC Docket No. 10-0570 (Order December 21, 2010) at 54 (“a banking allowance is necessary 
because of fluctuations in utilities’ energy savings from year to year and to ensure that programs are not 
abruptly halted once goals are achieved, which would have a chilling effect on customer participation and 
enrollment”).   

3 The Commission carefully reviewed the Stipulation and found that it “is supported by the evidentiary 
record, reasonable, in the public interest, and comports with State law, including Section 8-103.”  ICC 
Docket No. 10-0570 (Order December 21, 2010) at 20, 35, 47, 49, 51, 53, 59, 73.   
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likely due to the Commission’s express approval of such banking in Docket No. 10-0570.  Even 

so, ComEd appreciates the Proposed Order’s concern that the authority for cumulative banking 

be explicitly identified, and therefore proposes revisions that include a discussion of the authority 

as set forth in Docket No. 10-0570.  Consistent with this order, ComEd has further proposed 

revising the Proposed Order to approve a cumulative amount of banked savings of 97,777 

MWhs.   

Exception 2: The Proposed Order Does Not Address the Evidence or Arguments 
Presented by ComEd Regarding Staff’s Proposal to Adjust ComEd’s 
Energy Savings Associated with the Appliance Recycling Program. 

With respect to the PY3 energy savings attributable to the Appliance Recycling Program, 

the issue before the Commission is whether it will retroactively apply a study whose subject was 

a later Plan Year (i.e., PY4) and that was not issued until three months after the PY3 evaluation 

reports had been completed.  Contrary to the Proposed Order’s conclusion that “ComEd provides 

no evidentiary law or facts establishing that [the independent evaluator’s recommendation] 

should be followed” (PO at 17), ComEd made several arguments that ultimately are either not 

addressed or misunderstood by the Proposed Order.  ComEd has briefly summarized those 

arguments below. 

First, ComEd argued that the PY4 study is irrelevant to PY3. Nothing about the PY4 

study relates to PY3 or the appliances recycled during that year,4 and by its own terms that study 

was never intended to be applied to PY3.5  Moreover, Staff provided no evidence to overcome 

these evidentiary deficiencies.  Indeed, as discussed in the next paragraph, Staff witness Ms. 

                                                            
4 See ComEd Init. Br. at 7-8; ComEd Reply Br. at 4. 

5 See Staff Ex. 1.3 at 4 (concluding that “[i]n future program years, the evaluation team believes that the 
preferred algorithm from this in situ metering study will provide more accurate estimates of savings in 
ComEd territory compared with estimates from the previous algorithm”) (emphasis added). 
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Hinman admits that she only relied on PY4 for the regression equation but used PY3 data for 

everything else. 

Second, ComEd explained that Staff’s approach “picked and chose” variables from the 

PY3 evaluation and the PY4 study, which resulted in a hybrid (or mix-and-match) 

“methodology” that was wholly unsupported by any evidence in this docket.  Although the 

Proposed Order cites to pages 6-7 of Ms. Hinman’s rebuttal testimony in support of ComEd’s 

claim, the Proposed Order concludes that “the testimony it cited does not so state.”  PO at 17-18.  

To be clear, however, Ms. Hinman readily admits on page 6 of her rebuttal testimony that the 

only piece of data she picked from the PY4 study was the regression equation to estimate energy 

savings.  Indeed, she even clarifies that her “recommendation uses the PY3 verified number of 

units recycled through the program, the characteristics of each unit recycled during PY3, the 

evaluated PY3 part-use factor, and the evaluated PY3 net-to-gross ratio.”  Hinman Reb., Staff 

Ex. 2.0, at 6:107-112.  Put another way, she acknowledges the inconsistencies in her approach, 

which applies – to PY3 appliances – the results of a study that examined PY4 appliances – when 

there is no evidence that the base (or “characteristics”) of the PY3 appliances and PY4 

appliances were the same.  Indeed, Mr. Brandt testified that this cannot be assumed because the 

base has been changing due to the Appliance Recycling Program.  See ComEd’s Init. Br. at 7, 

citing Brandt Sur., ComEd Ex. 3.0, 4:77-80. 

Third, ComEd appealed to the well-established Commission policy and practice of 

avoiding hindsight review.  ComEd Init. Br. at 7; ComEd Rep. Br. at 3; Brandt Reb., ComEd Ex. 

2.0, 3:60-68; ComEd Ex. 5.0, PY3 Summary Report at 19-20; ComEd Ex. 5.0, PY3 Residential 

Appliance Recycling Report at 13, fn. 4, 48; Staff Ex. 1.3 at 4.  Although the prohibition is 

typically applied in the context of prudence determinations, the considerations underlying this 
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policy apply with equal force here:  “only those facts available at the time judgment was 

exercised can be considered.  Hindsight review is impermissible.”  Illinois Power Co. v. Illinois 

Commerce Comm’n, 339 Ill. App. 3d 425, 428 (5th Dist. 2003).  Indeed, the facts associated with 

Staff’s proposed retroactive application of the PY4 study bear all of the hallmarks of an 

impermissible hindsight adjustment, as evidenced by the following chronology: 

 June 1, 2010:  Plan Year 3 commences following months of preparation.6 

 May 31, 2011:  Plan Year 3 concludes.7 

 May 31, 2012:  Final Plan Year 3 evaluation reports issued after over a year of 

evaluation.8 

 August 10, 2012:  PY4 In Situ Appliance Recycling Study issued.9 

In sum, Staff attempts to attack the independent evaluator’s determination regarding the 

PY3 energy savings goals attributable to the Appliance Recycling Program using information 

that was never available to the independent evaluator and that, in any event, does not even relate 

to the Plan Year at issue.  Put simply, Staff’s recommendation is an invitation to undertake an 

impermissible hindsight review that questions the independent evaluator’s conclusions based on 

irrelevant information that was not available to the evaluator during the evaluation period 

(because it was being gathered for a different Plan Year at the same time).  Under Staff’s 

proposal, the independent evaluator should never close out an evaluation because other data 

(even irrelevant data, as proposed here) might become available in the future and be used to 

                                                            
6 See 220 ILCS 5/8-103(b). 

7 Id. 

8 See ComEd Ex. 5.0. 

9 See Staff Ex. 1.3. 
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attack the evaluator’s work.  This, in turn, disincents the evaluator from conducting efficient and 

timely evaluations, and would ultimately delay the results, such that utilities would not be able to 

react to and incorporate the findings of an evaluation until years after the Plan year has ended.  

Indeed, even here the final results for PY3 will not be reflected in a Commission order until 

midway through PY6.  At bottom, the result of Staff’s recommendation is to penalize ComEd 

with a reduction in energy savings of over 21,000 MWhs even though this information was not 

(and could not have been) known at the time. 

 Because the adoption of Staff’s proposed adjustment would promote inefficiency, 

uncertainty and regulatory lag and impose harsh penalties based on hindsight review, the 

Commission should decline to adopt Staff’s adjustment.  ComEd therefore proposes revisions to 

the Proposed Order to fully reflect and address ComEd’s arguments and to ultimately reject 

Staff’s adjustment. 

Exception 3: The Proposed Order’s Typographical and Inadvertent Errors Should Be 
Corrected. 

With respect to ComEd’s final exception, it has grouped together several revisions to 

correct misidentified dates and energy savings goals and other typographical errors.  In brief, 

these proposed changes ensure that the Proposed Order accurately reflects the following 

uncontested law and facts: 

 Plan Year at Issue:  The compliance period at issue in this docket is Plan Year 3, which 

commenced June 1, 2010 and ended May 31, 2011.  See Section 8-103(b)(3); ICC Docket 

No. 11-0593 (Initiating Order August 23, 2011) at 1. 

 PY3 Energy Savings Goal:  The statutory energy savings goal of 0.6% resulted in an 

overall PY3 energy savings goal of 584,077 MWhs, of which ComEd’s goal was 458,656 
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MWhs and DCEO’s goal was 125,421 MWhs.  See 220 ILCS 5/8-103(b)(3); ComEd’s 

Init. Brief at 5; Brandt Reb., Ex. 2.0, 2:48-3:54; Staff’s Init. Br. at 4; AG’s Init. Br. at 8. 

 PY3 Energy Savings Achieved:  Before considering Staff’s proposal to adjust ComEd’s 

energy savings associated with the Appliance Recycling program, ComEd achieved 

626,715 MWhs of energy savings during PY3.  See e.g., ComEd’s Init. Br. at 6, citing 

Brandt Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 Corr., 5:93-96; Hinman Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, 15:260-266.  In 

the event Staff’s proposed reduction in the program’s energy savings were adopted, the 

total ComEd achieved savings for PY3 would be 605,419 MWhs.  ComEd’s Init. Br. at 6, 

citing Brandt Dir., ComEd Ex. 1.0 Corr., 5:93-96; Hinman Dir., Staff Ex. 1.0, 15:260-

266. 

In addition, ComEd proposes that the Proposed Order incorporate the evidence submitted by 

DCEO to ensure a complete and accurate record.  Accordingly, ComEd requests that the 

Proposed Order be revised to correct those instances where the Proposed Order reflects 

misidentified information, typographical errors, and missing information.  
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CONCLUSION 
 

ComEd respectfully requests that the Proposed Order be revised as set forth in the 

exceptions above and the attached Appendix. 
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